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Abstract

Health care industry is bringing so much changes through intelligent
systems. Medical and computer science journals are full of articles de-
scribing experimental AIs as well. But very few of these experimental
systems have made their way into practical use as it is very difficult to
make people trust these systems. We are proposing to build a simple AI
application for diagnostic reasoning and conduct an experiment for inves-
tigating user trust on it by providing them a questionnaire after they use
it to know how trustworthy the application is. We will divide the partic-
ipants into four groups and provide different kinds of explanation in four
different conditions. We are going to evaluate if this manipulation has any
significant effect on user experience which would also lead to design more
explainable medical AI systems for users.

1 Introduction

With all revolutionary changes that artificial intelligence is bringing into our world,
health care industry seems to be one of the most ideal places to deploy it. Patient
records, medical reports, doctor’s visit, procedure everything is being documented
and recorded electronically. Artificial Intelligent(AI) systems can process this huge
amount of data and draw conclusion about providing better health care. Remarkable
advances have been made by AI within few years which resulted into increasing the
capabilities and opaqueness of AI systems. While AI systems appear to be more
marketable and deployable, an “Explainable AI” movement has re-emerged which
was initially appeared in the 1970s in response to problems interpreting expert
systems.

The expansion of AI techniques into healthcare has also an increased emphasis
for explanations in machine learning systems. Clinical providers and other deci-
sion makers in healthcare consider explanation and interpretability as a priority for
trusting and implementing the prediction of these AI systems. Decisions based on
machine learning in this field can predict diagnoses, clinical care pathways, and
patient risk stratification, among many others. There are numbers of health care
applications which are using AI systems; the main barrier is to make people trust
these systems. Since the stakes are a lot higher for medical apps or AI systems
than any other AI systems, it is an important question to ask how much people rely
on these medical AI systems and their explanations for clinical reasoning. In our
research, we would like to measure some common trust dimensions in Medical AI
systems using questionnaires based on four different conditions of explanation for
medical AI systems.
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2 Background

Trust plays a very important role in social behaviour of humans, whether it is the
acceptance of a person, object or a new idea. Research has shown that trust is
crucial in organizational relationships and human-technology interactions [Siau and
Shen]. Trust in health care systems has focused on interpersonal trust between
patients and physicians[Franks et al., Hall et al., Pearson and Raeke] and patient’s
trust in health systems as well[Balkrishnan et al., Hall et al.]. These were the times
when intelligence systems were still on developments and people had to depend on
their physicians only as their health-care providers.

The deep learning intelligence technology, that once was just a subject of curios-
ity is now culminating healthcare reports. Trusting such technology or automation
refers to believe that a tool, machine or equipment will not fail [Sheridan]. Trust
guides the reliance on automated systems and helps to overcome the cognitive com-
plexity people face in managing increasingly sophisticated automation[Lee and See].
In order to build trust in AI systems, it is very important to have transparency and
interpretability in them in three stages of AI evolution. First, when AI is still weaker
than human and not deployable yet. It is the time when explanation is implemented
to find the failure modes and modify them. Second, when AI is deployable and shows
almost equal ability of human, this time the goal is to build trust among users for
using the system. Third, when AI gives better and more sophisticated decision and
predictions than human. In this stage, goal of explanation is to teach people how
to make better decisions[Selvaraju et al.].

Most of the medical AI systems operate as black boxes and do not give a proper
explanation why they are drawing a particular conclusion, so it has been an area of
interest for many researchers. It has been noted from Buijink et al. that some medical
apps or AI systems tend to track the users and possibly combine this information
with medical and health related data it has been entrusted with which may lead to
a breach in patient confidentiality. Apart from the data confidentiality issues, there
are also aspects of trusting the capability of intelligent systems in health care. Some
interpersonal trust researchers believe that if technology replaces human elements
in medical practice, that may reduce patient’s trust in physicians[Boehm]. And that
has been proven right in some researches too. In the study of Xu et al. with human
and interactive robot in a therapy intervention, it was found that participants in the
robot therapist condition are 3.5 times likely to have trust involved in their decision
than the participants in the human therapist condition.

But there are another side of the story too. de Visser et al. investigated the
effects of humanness on performance, compliance, and trust, it was found out that
increasing the humanness of the automation increased trust calibration and appro-
priate compliance with an automated aid leading to better overall performance and
trust, especially during unreliable conditions. Jian et al.’s study of trust in technol-
ogy implies that participants rate human–human trust in less extreme ways than
when rating human– machine trust, but that trust and distrust are opposites of the
same construct in human–human and human–machine contexts. Montague et al.
explored human conceptions of trust in technology and trust in medical technol-
ogy, to develop an understanding of the shared features and differences between
the constructs. Much of the focus in the medical technology development has been
on human-machine interactions, LaRosa and Danks focused instead on the impact
of these technologies on human-human interactions and relationships within the
healthcare domain. They suggested since trust plays a central role for relationships
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in the healthcare domain, the introduction of healthcare AI can potentially have
significant impacts on those relations of trust.

Problems in healthcare domain are complex and there are challenges of finding
solutions and plausible explanations for these problems. Both the users and the
critical nature of prediction demand a certain transparency. Ahmad et al. has men-
tioned that explanation from machine learning models can be divided into three
categories based on scope of the problems, “global”, “cohort-specific” and “local” ex-
planations. Global explanations refer to explanations that apply to the entire study
population. Cohort-specific explanations are explanations that are focal to popula-
tion sub-groups. Local explanations refer to explanations that are at the instance
level, explanations that are generated for individuals.

The goal of our research study would be to focus on user trust and satisfaction
with medical AI applications by manipulating explanations in different conditions for
the users. We propose to build a diagnostic reasoning system with simple features
and evaluate trust from users’ perspective based on explanation provided to the
users. We are going measure user experience in the diagnosis based AI system by
implementing questionnaire method after the users interact with the AI system. We
believe that our collected data will give a good insight of user reliance on intelligent
systems having different sort of explanations about how intelligent system works in
a health care app.

3 Questionnaire Method

Questionnaires are very appropriate to measure differences between people, to iden-
tify changes over time in people’s attitude and experience. They are very effective
to quantify user success, feedback and intent to use the system. Questionnaires can
also help to understand user characteristics and improve the system to serve them
better[Müller et al.]. Questionnaires help to understand trust on persons or auto-
mated systems very well. The basis for trust is the information that informs the
person about the ability of the trustee to achieve the goals of the trustor[Lee and
See]. The process basis of trust relies on dis-positional attributions and inferences
drawn from the performance of the agent.

The main strength of questionnaire is to use a sample population to infer a
decision about the total population beyond data. It is an easy way to communicate
with users to know their perspective and sense of judgment about a system, person
or context. It can be used to initially identify high-level insights that can be followed
by in-depth research through more qualitative methods[Müller et al.].

In our proposed study, we will provide the users questionnaire and implement
likert scale for their answers to measure specific trust dimensions- Reliability, Cred-
ibility, Understanding, Dependability, Expectation and Satisfaction. We would also
conduct an open-ended question session where users would write about their expe-
rience with the explanation of the AI system and their suggestion about making the
explanations better to understand how the intelligent system takes its decision and
which methods it applies for its judgment and decision making process.

4 Experimental Design

4.1 System Design

Siau and Wang discussed about two stage model of trust building process on intelli-
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gent systems and mentioned several factors in this trust building process[Figure:1].
The two stages of trust building is: initial user trust formation and continuous trust
development. Siau and Wang mentioned that, in initial trust formation stage, there
are few performance and process factors for users to trust the intelligent systems. In
our proposed experimental design, we are going to use one of these factors- "trans-
parency and ability to explain" to measure user trust on a medical AI system.

Figure 1: Factors in two stage model of trust building on intelligent systems

Simon has described a conceptual framing of the general model of ill-structured
problem-solving which has been used as a basis for characterizing and contrasting
a number of approaches to computer aided diagnosis[Figure:2]. This model distin-
guishes two major facets of the reasoning process: a problem solver, which in a
typical AI application might consist of a theorem prover or heuristic problem solv-
ing program, and a noticing and evoking mechanism, which monitors what is going
on in working memory and modifies the problem space by fetching from long term
memory for new constraints, new subgoals, new specifications, new generators of
solution alternatives[Pople].

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a system for ill structured problems. It shows the alternation be-
tween a problem solver working on a well structured problem, and a recognition system continually
modifying the problem space.
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In our proposed research study, we are going to implement this framework to
build a simple diagnostic AI system. The system will be built with local and global
explanation for its decision making and reasoning process. But as a part of the
procedure there will be random manipulation of the provided explanations for the
system. our subjective measure would be questionnaire method to focus specifically
on evaluating how much the users trust the AI system for medical advice in different
conditions after using it. We are going to conduct the experiment between subjects
and the independent variable will be explanation of the system.

4.2 Study Conditions

We will conduct our study in four different conditions:

• Our control group will receive no explanation about how the system is reasoning
and making the decision.

• One treatment group will receive local explanation about the reasoning and
decision making process. The medical AI system will explain how it is taking
the decision for the specific case and the specific participant.

• Another treatment group will receive global explanation about the reasoning
and decision making process. The medical AI system will explain how it is
processing the total clinical reasoning itself.

• This treatment group will receive both global and local explanation about the
reasoning and decision making process. There will be explanation for overall
reasoning procedure and the specific case as well.

We will run all four conditions between subjects randomly. Every participant
will receive a baseline practice session before the actual experiment is conducted to
be familiar with how to use the system.

4.3 Procedure

We are going to have 40 participants in total, 10 participants for each condition.
Each participant will be scheduled for a one hour session and will be paid $10.

After completing the practice session, participants will be provided with a disease
scenario with symptoms and description. They will interact with the AI system with
the given scenario and play the role of a patient. The AI system will take a history
from the patient which will be provided to the participants with the scenario descrip-
tion. They would have to input the information that the system asks for. The AI
system will work with the information and give a decision based on that. It will also
provide explanation while giving a decision for the treatment group participants.
After receiving the decision, the participants would have to fill a questionnaire and
rate the system for Reliability, Credibility, Understanding, Dependability, Expecta-
tion and Satisfaction in 7 point likert scale. Figure:3 will be an example of some
of the questions which will be asked after the experiment. The participants will
receive a separate piece of paper like this after they finish interacting with the AI
system and they will give their rating on the same paper. The questionnaire will
be based on six dimension that we have already mentioned: Reliability, Credibility,
Understanding, Dependability, Expectation and Satisfaction.
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Figure 3: Example Likert scale questions for the questionnaire

Besides the likert scale questionnaire, participants will also be asked some open
ended questions about their experience with the AI system. This would help for col-
lecting a good amount of qualitative data about how different kinds of explanations
impacts user experience differently. Our hypothesis is that, we will observe signifi-
cant differences between subjects for different conditions and the control group will
show less trust and reliance on the system than the treatment groups.

4.4 Data Analysis

Since this experiment has multiple dependent measures: Reliability, Credibility,
Understanding, Dependability, Expectation, Satisfaction and four independent con-
ditions for explanations, it would be interesting to look at of user experience changes
for the dependent measures in different conditions. Multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA) will be very effective to observe our collected data and see if there is any
significant difference between user responses in different sorts of explanations. We
will also conduct Pearson’s correlation between each pairs of dependent measures
for likert rating of users to see if any correlation exists between these six dimensions.
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5 Discussion

The reason we want to implement both likert scale rating and open ended question
is, these two would be a good combination to conduct the usability testing for the
AI system. It would be good way to understand user perspective to know how to
make explanations better with objective and subjective opinion from them. It is
not always possible to understand from likert rating what exactly is going on users’
mind and how efficient and transparent they want the explanations to be. Our
goal is to find significant difference in user responses in four different explanation
condition- no explanation, local, global, both local and global. Participants will rate
the system on various dimension of trust such as reliability, credibility, understand-
ing, dependability, expectation and satisfaction. The open ended questions would
include asking about user suggestion and descriptive thought about the explanation
which would not be in the a part of likert rating questionnaire. So incorporating
both of them in the usability testing would complement each other very well.

6 Conclusion

From the perspective of the implementation of questionnaire method, we expect
to observe that our treatment groups receiving any kind of explanation about the
medical AI system will significantly have more trust on it than the control group
without any explanation. It would also be interesting to observe whether local and
global explanation impact users differently or not and how well they work together.
Thus we hope to see that these four kinds of explanation will show significant differ-
ence between user trust dimensions on medical AI system. This would open strong
possibilities of designing medical AI systems with better explanation for increasing
user trust on these AI systems. This would eventually result in increasing use of
medical AI system in real world medical fields which would be a big step towards
implementation of AI in diagnosis and other important medical decisions.
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